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Exodus questions and answers pdf

A. 1). to be available to God; open to ideas; So he can work out a plan before my eyes. Women who have seen God work over a period of time naturally lead in praise and worship. 3). It's easy to comment on the various difficulties that bend us every day, but just watching and waiting is much better! I'd
rather be known for my faith than be known and my dramatics! 4). Miriam trusted God - she bravely went out, following her little brother to where his basket was stopped - and then wasn't afraid to go out again, risking everything (as a child), offering to help Moses be cared for - by their mother. Children
have no fear. They understand God's best defense. Exodus Questions Interpretive, Meaningful, Application Questions raised about the reading of excerpts of the T. Fretheim exit (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1990) was developed by Ted Hildebrandt * .doc [MS Word] * .pdf [Acrobat] Transcription
previous adaptation Ch.   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, type workbook projects: 1) Tracking the statements in which God reveals his motives for playing in Exodus. 2) What parallels can be drawn
between Israel and Jesus by comparing the names of the Gospel? (Fretheim, p. 2) 3) What texts in names are difficult to convey from recent to postmodern culture?  Why? 4) Find four texts in Exodus that speak I'll go.  Why/what's it like to go from text to dialogue for you? (Partheim, 4) How do I
distinguish between narrative and law in names?  Take three examples and follow the transition.  What are the transition markers?  How do you interpret the texts differently?  What does a link between the law and the narrative mean? 6) In the cycles of the plague, which literary structures are repeated? 
What do they mean? 7) How you will respond to the following quote: While a nucleus is probably rooted in the events of the represented period, the narratives also reflect what the Israelites have taken into account during nearly a millennium considered their meaning.  In such an ongoing conceptual
process, the writers undoubtedly used their imagination freely (e.g., when they place the true words of conversation)... How important is faith in the historical truth of reported events?  To paraphrase The Apostle Paul: If the exodus did not occur, was Israel's faith in vain? (Partheim, 8) What kind of theology
is developed in historical narratives?  How do you move from a historical story to a theological statement? How you respond to Partheim's statement: The basic purpose of names is krigematic; So, he seeks to confront the reader with the Word of God, not a constructive theological statement. (Partheim,
10) What theological statements are actually made in the narrative sections?  9) How would you explain the differences in names 23:21 and 34:7?  How would you compare the names of 24:9-11 to 33:11 and 33:20? (Fretheim, 11) Tracking the legal material into god's character. (Cell 11)
Compare/conceive the historical narrative of the Red Sea crossing with its poetic expression in the names of 15. (t) 12) What comparisons can be made linking Genesis with names?  [Healthy definition, anti-creation activity, ecological floods/disasters, death and water, covenant and repetition of the
Alliance.] (Partheim, 14) Has God not changed from all the actions in the Book of Exodus?  What new things does God himself do in Exodus as the narrative progresses and reveals its transformation? Is this a progressive revelation someone static or has it actually become focused on God? How does the
text describe it? (Partheim, 15) 14) What does God's sovereignty look like in the names 4-15?  How do God and Pharaoh's ways of being sovereign are different? (Partheim, 17) found three instances in which God describes Himself.  What does he describe himself and what does that have to do with the
historical narrative?  (Cell 16) How does God depend on Moses to achieve His goals? (Partheim, 17) How does God respond to Moses, give two examples?  17) What is God's connection to nature in the names 1-15? (Partheim, 19) 18) Follow the subject: Who is accessible through the Book of Exodus. 
What shifts can be seen?  (Partheim, 20) How to use the term service (Abbad In Exodus).  How does that change from the first few episodes to the last few episodes? (Partheim, 30) 19) What is the relationship between redemption and law?  Does redemption come as a result of obeying the law? 
(Partheim, 22) names 1 back to the top 1.  How does the narrative move from the families to the national and the back (exodus 1)? (23) 2. How does exodus 1:1-7 connect to genesis issues? (Partheim, 24) *3.  How many people went to Egypt (practical cf 7:14, Lk 10:1 and the Septuagint reading of 75)?
(Partheim, 24) 4. How does multiplying the Israelites by name go back to the promises of Genesis (Exodus A)? (Partheim, 24) 5. How God Appears in the Opening Verses of Names           (Partheim, 25) 6. How God's Creation and Redemption Works in Names with the Great Statements of Israel's History
(P. Dewitt. 26:5; P.S. 105:24; 136; Josh. (Partheim, 26) 7. How are the cosmic and personal spheres drawn into the narrative (Pharaoh, Joseph, Egypt, God, God)?           (Partheim, 26) 8. How does Pharaoh resist doubling God's life by another job in Israel? (Partheim, 27) 9. How does a new king parallel
Egypt to guess, Cain and sons of God in Genesis (Exodus A)? (Partheim, 27) 10.  How does Pharaoh not know that Joseph transcends the reference to a particular person (exodus 1)?  (Partheim, 27) 11.  How does the Pharaoh's unknowing compare to God's knowledge of Exod 1-3? (Partheim, 27) 12. 
How does the narrator see the doubling of Israel differently from Pharaoh ??  (Partheim, 27) 13.  Who is the first person to recognize Israel as a people (Exodus 1)?           How is that ironic? (Partheim, 28) 14.  How do the Pharaoh's words emphasize the fulfillment of God's promise (Exodus 1)?  Is that
ironic? (Partheim, 28) 15.  How are Pharaoh's intentions completely reversed (Exodus 1)?  Who's that against? (Partheim, 28) 16.  When pharaoh talks about the immigrant of Israel (Exodus 1), how does he talk more than he knows (cf. 13:18; 3:8, 17)?            (Partheim, 28) 17.  What symbolic value do
cities have for bleeding and tramming in the narrative (Exodus 1)?  (Partheim, 28) 18.  What is ironic about the oppression and population control tactics of the Pharaoh (Exod. 1)?  (Partheim, 29) 19.  Is it possible for those who have experienced only prosperity and freedom to understand oppression as
described in Exod 1? (Partheim, 29) 20.  What is the effect of suppression on the suppressor (port 1)?           (Partheim, 29) 21.  How does slavery destroy their identity as a people (Exodus 1)?           (Partheim, 29) 22.  How does the language of suffering, burden, and oppression in law resonate (Exodus
1, 8)? (Partheim, 29) 23.  What is God's response to the oppression of his people (cf.           Yg names, YG; 4:31; 6:6-7)?  (Partheim, 30) 24.  How is the language back used in Exod?           (Partheim, 30) 25.  How do you support the following statement from the name text?  The exodus is not a
declaration of independence, but a declaration of dependency on God (Partheim, 30f).  In what ways? Does this statement need training and development? 26. How is service and freedom connected in Sinai? (Partheim, 31) 27.  How does God demonstrate that he is the god of the oppressed (Exodus 1)?
          (Partheim, 31) 28.  What irony can be seen in the story of the Hebrew middle women ??           (Partheim, 31) 29.  How do the middle women stand between two communities (Exodus 1)?           What's their reaction model?  (Partheim, 31) 30.  What's named and left untited in the exod.          
(Partheim, 31) 31.  How did the fear of the Egyptians and the fear of the middle women both understand (Exod. 1)?  (Partheim, 32) 32.  What does Pharaoh face in death and oppression as opposed to (Exodus 1)?  (Partheim, 32) 33.  How did the middle women install in the cosmic order and put their lives
in harmony with him (Exodus 1)?  What's a occult and a chma?           (Partheim, 32) 34.  What basic healthy principle did the middle women understand, but pharaoh didn't (Exodus 1)?  (Partheim, 32) 35.  By arousing the help of the middle women, Pharaoh attacks some life-cycle vulnerability (Eoxd. 1)? 
(Partheim, 33) 36.  How does Pharaoh's attempt to kill the male children of Israel resonate back with his family (Exodus 1)?  (Partheim, 33) 37.  What feast does the boys' rescue predict?           (Partheim, 33) 38.  How do women fail in Pharaoh's attempt to suppress (Exodus 1)?           What roles do
women play in the liberation process (cf. ch. 1 and 2)?           (Partheim, 33) 39.  The middle women haven't been strong leaders yet their actions show they're not helpless.  How will this apply to today (exodus A)?  (Partheim, 33) 40.  How does God use people of faith to carry out His movement for life and
blessing (Exodus 1)? (Partheim, 33) 41.   How does God use people of faith to carry out His movements for life and blessing (exodus A)? (Partheim, 34) 42.  What risks do middle women take in protecting Israeli babies (Exodus 1)?   (Partheim, 34) What is the middle women's name contrasting with Exod
1? Who hasn't been named in this chapter? 43. How is God presented in the narrative (Exodus 1:17, 20)?           (Partheim, 34) 44.  How do Pharaoh's attempts at Jewish genocide resonate in other passages of history (Exodus A) ?  (Partheim, 35) 45.  How is the Park of the River Nile particularly ironic
when opposed to the Pharaoh's use of it with God (Exodus 1)? (Partheim, 35) Exodus Back to the top 46.  How do Moses' actions in 2:11-22 predict the later actions of God and Israel?  (7) 47 What role or function does the play have in the birth of Moshe Narrative (Exodus B)? (Partheim, 36) 48.  How
does the problem develop with boys in the early chapters of names (exodus 1-4)? (Partheim, 36) 49.  Are Moses' parents presented as simply relying on God or do they take action themselves in rejection and resistance to oppression and movement toward life and blessing (exodus B)?  (Partheim, 36)
50.  How are the roles of the middle women and Pharaoh's daughter similar (exodus 2)?  How are they different? (Partheim, 36) 51.  How do three women shape The Early Life of Moses (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 37) 52.  What irony does it seem that Pharaoh lets girls live and the role girls play in the plot
(Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 37) 53.  What does Pharaoh's daughter reveal about Pharaoh's own family (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 37) 54.  How does Pharaoh's daughter Moses express herself in the story (exodus B)?  How did she do for Moses, what will Moses do later for all of Israel? (Partheim, 37) 55.  How
does exodus 2:1-10 illustrate God's use of spaces to confuse the powerful (J.R. 9:27; 1 cold 1:26-29)? (Partheim, 37) 56.  What kind of people God chose to work through in Exod.           (Partheim, 37) 57.  What is the relationship of irony and hope that moves out of the exodus.  (Partheim, 38) 58.  How
does Exit 2 echo the Noah story in Genesis 6-9? How strong are the links? (Partheim, 38) 59.  What savages are seen in the story of Moses' birth and sargon's story of the birth of Akkadian (Exodus B)?  (Partheim, 38) 60.  How does God use humans to preserve Moses' life (Exodus 2)?           (Partheim,
38) 61.  Is human activity a front to conceal the dominant divine activity (Exod. 2)?  (Partheim, 38) 62.  What does god's non-mention mean in the early chapters of names (names B)?  (Partheim, 38) 63.  How does the role of Pharaoh's daughter in the plot parallel god's role in the narrative later on (2:23-



25; 3:7-8)? (Partheim, 38) 64.  In what ways do women get leadership positions in Exod 1-2?  What role is Moshe's father (exodus B) playing?  (Partheim, 39) 65.  How does the role of women in the first two chapters parallel the role of God's own redemption?  (Partheim, 40) 66.  At what points can the
theological perspective of the narrator be seen in the narrative of historical events (exodus B)?  (Partheim, 40) 67.  How does Moses' birth define him? About his later leadership role (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 40) 68.  How do you parallel the infancy narratives of Moses and Jesus?  What does it show about
how God works? (Partheim, 40) 69.  How does the parallel between the births of Moses and Jesus herald the later work of both (exodus B)?  (Partheim, 41) 70.  Which three groups do the three events in Moshe's adult life to bring him into contact with (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 41) 71.  How are the three
events in Moses' early adult life described in the narrative (exodus B) ?  Who's talking? (Partheim, 41) 72.  After he grew up in the Pharaoh's court, how does the narrator reconnect Moses with the People of Israel (Exodus 2)? (Partheim, 41) 73.  How do Moses' three early adulthood events parallel and
play down the experience of Israel (Exodus 2) ?  (Partheim, 42) 74.  How the labeling of Moshe's first son indicates a connection with both Israel and the patriarchy (Exodus 2:21-22; Cell 15:13; 13. D.T. 23:7)?           (Partheim, 42) 75.  Was killing the Egyptian justified??  (Partheim, 42) 76.  How does the
word stroke serve to show Moses to respond well to what the Egyptians do (Exodus 2)? (Partheim, 42) 77.  Has God ever dislodge the Egyptians (Exodus 2)? (Partheim, 42) 78.  Was Moses just an angry and stupid young man when he killed the Egyptian (Exodus 2; cf. Deeds 7:23-25)? (Partheim, 42)
79.  How is Moses' impressively anticipated strike of God (Exodus 2)?           (Partheim, 42) 80.  What is Moses' reaction to killing the expected Egyptian (formerly 21:12, 20)?           (Partheim, 43) 81.  Who are the first people Moses provides (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 43) 82.  What moral trait is visible in the
first three events in Moses' adult life, which will be set in reading and his late leadership (exodus B)?           (Partheim, 43) 83.  How does Moshe's attempt to dismantle the Hebrew struggle herald his later work among the Hebrew community ?? (Partheim, 44) 84.  How does the rejection of Moses'
leadership predict what will happen later (exodus B) ? (Partheim, 44) 85.  How does the narrative contrast with the reaction of the Israelites to Moses and the exodus?  (Partheim, 44) 86.  What does Moshe's marriage to Tziporah propose for the openness of the Israeli community (Exodus 2) ?  (Partheim,
44) 87.  In Moses' three early adulthood events, where does Moses respond to three kinds of injustice?  Who were the three victims and the three oppressors?  Chart From [Injustice, Victim, Oppressor, Moses' Response] (44, 44) 88.  What does Moses' response to oppression imply in our response to
injustice and our relationship with the oppressed? (Partheim, 45) 89.  What qualities do it take to combat injustice (Exodus 2)? (Partheim, 45) 90.  How does Moses's response to oppression echo in God's own goa and also in the later legal code (Exodus 2; 22:21ff)?  (Partheim, 45) 91.  How does the New
Testament reflect the early events in Moses' life (Acts of Incitement 7:23-29; 35; B. 11:24-28)?  (Partheim, 45) 92.  How does Moses's history of rejection resemble/differ from the history of Jesus' rejection (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 46) 93.  When the Bible declares a new king in Egypt, what does it do to
readers' expectations (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 46) 94.  How did the Israelites respond to their oppression (Exodus 2)?           (Partheim, 46) 95.  How does God's role change in the plot after the proclamation of a new king (Exodus 2)?  (Partheim, 47) 96.  Is God waiting for the right opportunity to engage in
human history (Exodus 3)?  What kind of things trigger this engagement? (Partheim, 47) 97.   How much did the Israelites in Egypt understand who God was?  (Partheim, 48) 98.  What fourfold reaction did God have to cry the Israelites (exodus B)?  (Partheim, 48) 99.  What does verbs mean (hear, see,
remember, know) when applied to God (Exod. 2)?  (Partheim, 48) 100.  After Exodus 2, what questions and expectations remain in the reader's mind? (Partheim, 49) names 3 back to the top 101.  What other narratives of conversation are found in the Bible (Exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 51) 102.  What are
the basic common elements of God's reading (Exodus 3, P. Judge 6, Jer 1 and Issa 6)? (Partheim, 51) 103.  What five objections does Moses give regarding his call at 3 and 4? (Partheim, 52) 104.  How does God respond to Moses' objection to reading (exodus C)?           (Partheim, 52) 105.  How should
we see Moses' opposition to the call of God [sin, tortillas, wrestling, opposition, guidance, model, etc.] (Exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 52) 106.  Based on names 3-4, how would you describe Moses' prayer life?           (Partheim, 52) 107.  What does Moses' extensive dialogue with God teach us about prayer
and God's response (Exodus 3-4)?  (Partheim, 52) 108.  What does God do? To Moses' objection to showing God's relationship with Moses (Exodus 3-4)?  (Partheim, 53) 109.  Is Moses' future dictated by divine will or open to design by human interaction (Exodus 3-4)? (Partheim, 53) 110.  What does
God endanger by using Moses (Exodus 3-4)? (Partheim, 53) 111.  With the objections and reactions, how does Moses change (exodus 3-4)? (Partheim, 53) 112.  How does God's approach to Moses change when Moses' resistance persists (Exodus 3-4)? (Partheim, 53) 113.  What difficulties do you
encounter when a perfect God uses imperfect human beings in achieving his will (Exodus 3-4)? (Partheim, 53) 114.  What does the name Horev mean for Mount Sinai (Exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 53) 115.  When Moses meets God in the bushes, what does God know that Moses does not (exit C)?
(Partheim, 54) 116.  What does curiosity have to do with conversation (exodus 3)?  (Partheim, 54) 117.  How does Moses see this encounter in the bush as unusual or wonderful (exodus C)? (Partheim, 54) 118.  What role did the play play in Moses that received the Word of God (Exodus C)?          
(Partheim, 54) 119.  What is the religious relationship and the functioning of the sign and sound in the various divine media in the Bible (Exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 54) 120.  Does the sight of the bush burning only attract attention (Exodus 3)?           What other role did he play by the look of it? 
(Partheim, 55) 121.  What other times is God's encounter accompanied by fire (exodus C)?           (Partheim, 55) 122.  How Moses meets (shows) the prophetic vision (exodus).           3)? (Partheim, 55) 123.  How does God open up from the outside world and from within the world of Moses (Exodus C)? 
(Partheim, 55) 124.  Does Moses' fear response match (exodus C)? How is this kind of fear of the god associated with god's fear described elsewhere in the Bible?  I thought fear of God was all about admiring him.  (Partheim, 55) 125.  Does divine holiness inhibit human response (exodus 3)? When is
this right/wrong? (Partheim, 56) 126.  Does the earth become sacred only because of God's presence or does God's purpose of place also play a role (Exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 56) 127.  What does it mean for the land to be sacred?  (56) Is all the land sacred?  How does a saint relate to distance in
names, shrub, tabernacle, Mount Sinai? 128. What does it mean to identify God as your father's God (Exodus 3)? (Partheim, 57) 129.  In what other contexts is divine? Go up (exodus 3)? What is the common denominator in these paragraphs?  (Partheim, 57) 130.  How does Moses respond to God
nonverbally (exodus C)? (Partheim, 57) 131.  What does Moses' struggle with reading about his character reveal and answer (exodus C)?  (Partheim, 58) 132.  What does Moses call God's messengers not passive recipients (exodus C)? (Partheim, 58) 133.  In the names 3:7-8 and 3:9-10 doppelganger,
while some have this as an indication of a multiple author, how does it present one consistent perspective (names 3)?  (58) Does God act alone? 134. How does God depend on Moses in the narrative (Exodus C)?           (Partheim, 58) 135.  How the Israelites later confirmed the duality of desalination
(God and Moses jug) (Partheim, 58) 136.  How does it look like shipping not only from something but also to something (exodus 3)? (Partheim, 59) 137.  Will God's plan for Israel end for utopia (exodus C)? (Partheim, 59) 138.  Moses was sent because God has _ (exit C)? How is God's response
appropriate? (Partheim, 59) 139.  How are the descriptions at 2:24-25 and 3:7-10 different? (Partheim, 59) 140.  In names 3:7-10 what is the bold noun (c names)? (59) What are the consequences of that? (Partheim, 59) 141.  What does God imply in their suffering for God's own experience (Exodus 3)?
(Partheim, 60) 142.  Is God suffering?  What does it reflect in its character (exodus 3)?  (Partheim, 60) 143.  What activities does God's suffering cause in Him (Exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 60) 144.  Does Moses call for church office or socio-political action (exodus C)?  (Partheim, 61) 145.  How do these
texts show that God is not indifferent to oppression (Exodus 3)? (Partheim, 61) 146.  How does God's reaction connect to Moses first objection who am I? (Exodus 3)? (Partheim, 61) 147.  How does The Answer of The 5th answer to Moshe Enigmatic's first objection (Exit C)?           (Partheim, 62) 148. 
What shift occurs from the resistance of Moses 1 to 2 (exodus C)?           (Partheim, 62) 149.  Human polling leads to a response from God (Exodus 3)? (Partheim, 62) 150.  Does the discovery of God's name make him happy (Exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 63) 151.  Why was it important for Moses to know
the name of God when he went to the elders of Israel (Exodus C)? (Partheim, 63) 152. What are the different ways the name in the names 3:14 is understood and translated?  (Partheim, 63) 153.  What significance was the name of The Name of The 5th (Exodus 3:14) to the oppressed Israel? (Partheim,
63) 154.  How does it mean A name to evolve as the story evolves (Exodus 3)? (Partheim, 64) 155.  How did the translation come from God (Exodus 3:14)?  Why are feminists outraged by this translation?  (Partheim, 64) 156.  How does God associate his name with history?  How does this link provide
hope for Israel (exodus C)? (Partheim, 65) 157.  What does knowing about a person's name do proportionally (exodus 3)?           (Partheim, 65) 158.  How does God give his name make him vulnerable?           (Partheim, 65) 159.  Does God allow Aaron to speak divine adaptation to new developments
(Exodus 3-4)?  Does God adjust his plans based on his interactions with people?  Is God static or dynamic? (Partheim, 66) 160.  Is the future permanent or open?  Could it be both (Exodus 3)? (Partheim, 66) 161.  How do the victims become winners? (Partheim, 67) 162.  How is it ironic that Egyptian soil
is becoming desolate and Israel is becoming beautiful (exodus C)? (Partheim, 67) names 4 back to the top 163.  How do names 4:24-26 herald Passover? (Partheim, 7) 164.  How is faith and obedience in Exod 4? (Partheim, 67) 165.  Does Moses flatly accept what God says about the future (Exodus 4)?
          (Partheim, 68) 166.  Does Moses see the future as open even after receiving God's declaration of it (Exodus D)? (Partheim, 68) 167.  Does God condemn Moses' interrogation as distrustful (Exodus 4)?           (Partheim, 68) 168.  How does giving Moses three signs reveal God's view of the future as
an open option (Exodus 4)? (Partheim, 68) 169.  Do exodus 4:8-9 contradict exodus 3:18? (Partheim, 69) 170.  What forces did the Egyptian magicians have ?? (Partheim, 69) 172.  How is magic perceived during this period (Exodus 4)? How do we see it differently? (Partheim, 69) 173.  Do the signs
given by God cause the people's persuasion to faith (Exod. 4)? (Partheim, 70) Have the signs of Jesus always led to faith (16:31)? 174. What is the relationship between the three signs and epidemics that later reach Egypt (Exodus 4)? (Partheim, 70) 175.  The signs are used for further faith in the
believing community and as a news for what to the non-believer community (Exodus 4)?  (Partheim, 70) 176.  In the same two ways does God respond to Moses' objection that he has a speech problem (d names)? (Partheim, 71) 177.  Why does God not fix Moses' speech problem ?? What does it show
about the way God works? (Partheim, 71) 178.   How does the end of Moses' speech end with God's use of spaces in Exodus and elsewhere (Exodus D; C. Kor 1:26ff)?           (Partheim, 72) 179. Does the OT see God as the only cause of all things (Exodus 4)?           Does it allow secondary agency?
(Partheim, 72) 180.  Has God managed to persuade Moses to accept the call (Exodus 4)?  (Partheim, 73) 181.  What is the cause of God's anger at Moses (Exodus D)?           (Partheim, 73) 182.  Is God's use of Aaron an indication that God has moved on to Plan B (Port 4)?  (Partheim, 73) 183.  Can God
have multiple plans (Exodus 4)? (Partheim, 73) 184.  While Aaron is initially the speaker, how does Moses emerge as the sole leader by H. 15 (Exodus 4)? (Partheim, 73) 185.  How does God work with options that are often less than the best (Exodus 4)?  What are other examples of this?          
(Partheim, 74) 186.  How does Aaron not update his destiny (Exodus 4; 32-33)?           (Partheim, 74) 187.  How does God's use of aaron show the creation of God's goals through an alternative human agency (Exod. 4)?           (Partheim, 74) 188.  How Aaron is a Prophet (cf. Jer 15:19; Exodus 4; 4 4. 7:1;
Jer 1:9?           (Partheim, 74) 189.  Can final human words express the infinite (Exodus 4)?           (Partheim, 75) 190.  What is the connection of the divine and the person in a prophetic speech (Exodus 4)?  In what sense does man deal with and in what sense does God deal? (Partheim, 75) 191.  What
actions does Moses transcend his problem with speech (Exodus 4)?  (Partheim, 75) 192.  How is Moses' request to leave Jethro different from the call of God (Exodus 4)?  What does that indicate? (Partheim, 76) 193.  How is God and Moses described as working together (exodus D)?           (Partheim,
76) 194.  Does Moses speak the words of exodus 3:18 cf. 4:18?           (Partheim, 77) 195.  When does the divine hardening occur in the text (exodus 4)? (Partheim, 77) 196.  Is divine hardening the only activity that determines the future (Exodus 4)?  (Partheim, 77) 197.  Is the killing of the firstborn certain
from this subject on (Exodus 4)?           (Partheim, 77) 198.  Is there openness in the future described in the names?           (Partheim, 77) 199.  What is the meaning of the divine parental image present (Exodus 4:22f)?  (Partheim, 77) 200.  How prophets use God's image as a parent (cf. Jer. 3:19;          
31:9; Hoss 11:1-9)?  (Partheim, 201. Why does the context not prepare the context for God's stalamosis of Moses (Exodus 4)?  (Partheim, 78) 202.  What was God's motive for trying to kill Moses?           (Partheim, 78) 203.  Who did God ask to kill, Moses, or his son?  Why?           (Partheim, 78) 204. 
What does it mean that God tried to kill him?           Does God ever miss his mark (cf. judge 14:4)? (Partheim, 79) 205.  How does Tziporah's action work with divine intent (Exodus 4)?  Do actions in time and space affect God's course of action? 206. How does the event of God seeking to kill Moses herald
Passover (Exodus 4)? (Partheim, 79) 207.  How do you use blood here (D names) and on The FirstBorn Redemption? (Partheim, 80) 208.  What role does Tziporah have here, the equivalent elsewhere in names (exodus 4)?  (Partheim, 80) 209.  Why is Tziporah the only one named this narrative (Exodus
4)?           (Partheim, 80) 210.  How does Tziporah's role as a mediator between God and Moses parallel Moses' role as a mediator between God and Israel (Exodus 4)?           (Partheim, 80) 211.  How do you compare the names of 4 to Genesis 32 (Jacob's Wrestling) and Numb 22 (Bellam's encounter
with the Sword Angel)? (Partheim, 81) 212.  What does this paragraph (exodus 4) show about the obedience of God's servants? (Partheim, 81) 213.  How are Aaron's motives for meeting Moses different from God's goals to meeting (Exodus 4)? (Partheim, 81) 214.  How does Aaron as a slave just go to
Sinai to meet Moses ??  (Partheim, 81) 215.  What moves the Israelites to worship (Exodus 4)? (82) Names 5 back to the top 216.  When the Pharaoh rejects and more pursuit of hiserelites, what is Moses' initial reaction (Exodus 5)?  (Partheim, 82) 217.  How does the narrative progress and the way the
dialogues between the people in which it progresses (Exodus 5)?   (Partheim, 83) 218.  Whose voice is not heard in the plague dialogues (exodus 5)?           (Partheim, 83) 219.  What subject is repeated seven times at 5:9-21? (Partheim, 83) 220.  Will Israel serve God or Pharaoh (Exodus 5)?  (Partheim,
83) 221.  What historical evidence does Egypt have for the use of slavery (Exodus 5)?  (Partheim, 83) 222.  What does shifting the focus of oppression to a great or heavenly purpose do to this narrative (Exodus 5)?  (Partheim, 223. What is the nature of pharaoh's system of oppression?  How does this fit
the pattern of oppressive regimes elsewhere (exodus 5)?  (Partheim, 84) 224.  How is the comment that they are lazy typical of oppressors (exodus 5)?           How does that change focus?  (Partheim, 84) 225.  How do suppressors use collaborators (exodus 5)?  (Partheim, 85) 226.  How do you use
divide and conquer methodology (exodus 5)?           (Partheim, 85) 227.  How can the argument be worthy of much of them, God is behind it serving oppressors in modern times (Exodus 5)? (Partheim, 85) 228.  How did you ask the Pharaoh: Who is Jehovah? Ironically good in the narrative (exodus 5)? 
(Partheim, 86) 229.  Will God guide pharaoh who he is (Exodus 5; P. 7:17; 8:10, 22; 12; 1999; 1999; 1999; 1999; 1999; 11:10; 22; 11:10; 22; 11:10; 11:10;           9:14, 29)?  (Partheim, 86) 230.  Why does Moses and Aaron's response to Pharaoh return (Exodus 5; Cell 3:18)? (Partheim, 86) 231.  What
role do leaders have when they call for justice and judgment to fall on Moses and Aaron in aggravation (Exodus 5)? (Partheim, 87) 232.  How does Foreman's complaint echo in Moses' complaint to God (Exodus 5)? (Partheim, 87) 233.  In what sense is God responsible for the evil that brings those of
Israel (Exodus 5)? (Partheim, 87) 234.  How does a multi-agency help resolve the tension in the previous question (Exod.5)?  (Partheim, 87) 235.  Why does God delay the character ??  (Partheim, 88) names 6 back to the top 236.  How do names 6:2-7:7 parallel 3:1-12?  Does this necessarily prove the
multiple connector?   What differences can be seen in both narratives?  (Partheim, 88) 237.  Why is the genealogy here (exodus 6-7)? (Partheim, 89) 238.  Why was Moses' call re-approved (exodus and)? What kind of things caused the crisis in Moses' reading?  (Partheim, 89) 239.  How does Moses'
previous objections turn out to be true (exodus and 6)?           (Partheim, 90) 240.  What does ernimed lips mean (Exodus 6)? (Partheim, 90) 241.  What does the fact that God waives the exclusive right as a friend who speaks the Word of God (Exodus 6) reveal?           (Partheim, 90) 242.  Why did Moses'
pedigree put in the story at this point (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 91) 243.  Why are Aaron's descendants, not Moses's, depicted (exodus and 6)?           (Partheim, 91) 244.  Where else in the Bible is the genealogy and the story mixed with the background of Guella (Exod. 6)? (Partheim, 91) 245.  In The
Exod. It says that the patriarchy did not know the name of Jehovah, but how does it align with the patriarchy who know the name Jehovah genesis (General 15:2; c. 49)? (Partheim, 91) 246.  What new aspect of God's character is revealed in the name of Jehovah coming into his hands at this point in the
text (Exodus 6)? (Partheim, 92) 247.  How is the exodus row spelled out in Exod 6:4-8?           (Partheim, 92) 248.  Where else in the Bible is the nickname I Jehovah saw (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 92) ... Hint: What prophet? 249. How do past promises relate to current targets (exodus 6)?          
(Partheim, 92) 250.  What three actions are used to describe God's work in keeping his promises (Exodus 6)?  (Partheim, 93) 251.  Are God's acts of salvation in personal names and other worlds or social and political in names 6? (Partheim, 93) 252.  How will the people inform Jehovah (exodus and 6)?
(Partheim, 93) 253.  What role does the tense future play in me take you as my people in the narrative play (Exodus 6)?  Why is that pointing forward?  Hasn't Israel already been marked as my people? (Partheim, 93) 254.  What does the fact that the expression of my people occur most frequently when
Israel in Egypt votes (Exodus 6)?  (Partheim, 93) 255.  How is the connection between the declaration I will be God and the Abhram promise (exodus 6) ? (Partheim, 94) 256.  How do egyptians know Jehovah (Exodus 6)?           How do you feel different from Israel's? (Partheim, 94) 257.  How does the
mission orientation for the whole world manifest itself in the purpose statements in Exodus accounts (exodus 6)? (Partheim, 95) 258.  How do I see the epidemics in terms of their wider public impact (Exod.6)?  (Partheim, 95) 259.  What does the cosmic nature of the plagues reveal about God's rule
(Exodus 6)?  (Partheim, 95) 260.  What kind of understanding would Moses gain from God's previous proclamation that he would make pharaoh's heart difficult (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 95) 261.  In hardening the Pharaoh's heart is it strict determinism by God or Pharaoh to maintain free will and God
by knowing in advance only describes what pharaoh himself will choose?  Are these the only ways to think about it (exodus 6)? Did you know in advance to fix or definitely determine the future, or are there different ways to know the future? (Partheim, 96) 262.  Will the possibility of limited determinism
count for both determinism and free right (exodus 6)? (Partheim, 263. What does a hard heart mean (Exodus 6)? (Partheim, 97) 264.  How does the pharaoh's hard heart bring to God public glory (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 97) 265.  Does God's heart ever get hard or strong (Exodus 6)? (Partheim, 97)
266.  How does the heart power of the Pharaoh reveal the power of God (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 97) 267.  How is Pharaoh's toughness different from God's difficulties (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 97) 268.  In light of the events that Pharaoh's heart is struggling with (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 97)
269.  What role plays a hardening in continuing the narrative (exodus and 6)?  (Partheim, 98) 270.  How is the hardening at the beginning different from the hardening at the end (exodus 6)? (Partheim, 98) 271.  Can people think and be irreparably difficult in response to God's word and work (Exodus 6)?
(Partheim, 98) 272.  Does pharaoh harden his heart or does God do it (Exodus 6)?           (Partheim, 98) 273.  When and how does pharaoh's refusal come up in the stories of epidemics (Exodus 6)? (Partheim, 99) 274.  Is conditional language used (if 8:2; 9:2; 10:4) that implies a closed or open future
(exodus 6)? (Partheim, 99) 275.  Does knowing God's advance reverse the future of any particular refusal (Exodus 6)?  (Partheim, 99) 276.  Does Pharaoh have a real choice? If not, what are the ethical implications for both Pharaoh and God? (Partheim, 99) 277.  Does God's hardening (10:1) eliminate
choice and conditions (10:4)?  (Partheim, 99) names 7 back to the top 278.  How does 7:6 names relate to Moses' reading resistance (names and)?           (Partheim, 96) 279.  Did Moses think that Pharaoh might first liberate the people (Exodus 7)? (Partheim, 100) 280.  What epidemics were sent without
Moses continuing to Pharaoh (Exodus 7)?           (Partheim, 100) 281.  How is Pharaoh's refusal to listen highlighted in the text (Exodus 7)?           (Partheim, 100) 282.  What are the connections between Pharaoh's oppression and epidemics (Exodus 7)? How does that fit the result-action format?
(Partheim, 101) 283.  How the Divine Hardens Itself in Judgment (Exodus 7; P.S.P., H.; Thrones; 81:11f; 81:11f; 81:11f; 81:11f; 81:11f  Rum 1)?  (Partheim, 101) 284.  When a person moves to judgment, how is the history of possibilities reduced (Exodus 7)?  Can deterministic language be used as
narrow options?  (Partheim, 101) 295.  At what point an answer is not an option in stopping           Verdict (exodus 7)? (Partheim, 101) 296.  Where in Jeremiah is the language of stubbornness used (JR 4:28; ....)?           (Partheim, 102) 297.  If the Pharaoh is just an automated robot, how does this story
echo God's glory (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 102) 298.  Does God overpower Moses in his reading (Exodus 4)? (Partheim, 102) 299.  How are the beatings viewed elsewhere in the Bible (n., 78, 105)?           Do these sections add a different perspective? (Partheim, 105) 300.  How is the narrative of the
plague built: series, 2 sets of 5, or 3 sets of 3 (exodus 7)? (Partheim, 105) 301.  How does Moses and God's dual role manifest in epidemics (Exodus 7)? (Partheim, 106) 302.  When does God and Israel recognize this dual agency (Exodus 7)?           (Partheim, 106) 303.  How do these epidemics show a
link between ethical order and cosmic order (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 106) 304.  How do you use earth words and everything in plague stories ? (Partheim, 107) 305.  What is hyperbolic language and how can it be understood in the plague narratives (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 107) 306.  How does the plot
of the exodus epidemic function in the Book of Revelation (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 107) 307.  How do you use the terms sign and wonder in the plague narratives (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 107) 308.  How is God locked on earth and how does it show God's greatness that spans the entire earth (Exodus 7)?
(Partheim, 108) 309.  How are nature's inhumane commands presented alongside the victims (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 109) 310.  How are anti-creation issues reflected in plague cycles (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 109) 311.  How do epidemics affect the inhumane world order (Exod. 7)?           (Partheim, 109)
312.  How do epidemics relate to the overcoming of nature and the over-throwing of natural order (Exodus 7)? (Partheim, 109) 313.  Can I connect the epidemics continuously (exodus 7)?           (Partheim, 109) 314.  How does violation of the ethical order affect the order of creation (exodus 7)? 
(Partheim, 110) 315.  How does the nexus of the act relate to plague cycles (Exod. 7)? (Partheim, 110) 316.  How do we interview the cry of the Israelites in the cry of the Egyptians (Exodus 7)?  (Partheim, 110) 317.  How does the removal of plague factors predict the fatal removal of suppressors (exodus
7)?  (Partheim, 111) 318.  In the roles of Pharaoh, Moses, creation, God, magicians and Egyptians playing The narrative of plague cycles (exodus 7)? (Partheim, 111) 319.  Is the connection between sins mechanically described (exodus 7)?           (Partheim, 111) 320.  How do I see the symbiosis verdicts
between the human and nonhuman worlds (Exodus 7)? (Partheim, 111) 321.  How do these beatings in Egypt parallel the autumn of Jerusalem later (Ezekiel 30:13-11; 32:2-8; 38:19-23)?  (Partheim, 112) 322.  What is the relationship of the plagues and hardening of the Pharaoh of his heart (Exodus
7:14)? (Partheim, 113) 323.  What role does the team play in the plague cycle (Exodus 7)?           (Partheim, 113) 324.  How does the role of magicians not solve the plague problem but only consist of the role (Exodus 7)? (Partheim, 113) 325.  How does the rod to guess predict the big picture?  How to
use the term tannim elsewhere in the Bible (cf. Ps. 74:13; 51:9; 19. Isaac. 29:3-5)? (Partheim, 113) 326.  How does God turn the tables of the chaos monster?           (Partheim, 113) 327.  How do the actions of God and Aaron (7:20, 25) parallel?           (Partheim, 115) 328.  If everything turned to blood,
where would the magicians get their water from? What does that tell us about how all is interpreted?  (Partheim, 115) 329.  What role does blood play in plague cycles (exodus 7)? (Partheim, 115) 330.  How does God refute Pharaoh's claim about the Nile (Exodus 7)?           (Partheim, 116) names 8 back
to the top 331.  What irony is seen in magicians making more frogs?           (Partheim, 116) 332.  Why does God take Pharaoh's orders when to make the frogs disappear?  Does it show pharaoh's sovereignty or helplessness and God's control? (Partheim, 117) 333.  How do Egyptians participate in the
frog epidemic (Exodus 8)?           (Partheim, 117) 334.  How does the break of frogs precursor to later desalination (Exodus 8)?  (Partheim, 117) 335.  In the mosquito epidemic, how does the role of magicians change (Exodus 8)?  (Partheim, 119) 336.  What does it mean that Goshen is not included in the
epidemics (Exodus 8)?  (Partheim, 119) 337.  Israel's separation from the fly epidemic would be analogous to the separation of some final plague (Exit 8)? (Partheim, 120) 338. What expression reiterates the removal of the plague and the re-detour of the order created out of the chaos of Plague (Exodus
8; 10:19; 14:28)? (Partheim, 120) names 9 back to the top 339.  How is sheep's death an important step above the epidemics so far (Exodus 9)? (Partheim, 121) 340.  If all Egyptian animals are killed why in the later bard epidemic God warns Egyptians to hide their livestock flocks (Exodus 9)? (Partheim,
121) 341.  How should those who are sensitive to animal rights and ecological concern read these passages (Exodus 9)?  (Partheim, 122) 342.  Why are animals killed when pharaoh is the problem (exodus 9)?           (Partheim, 122) 343.  In the same aspects, human sin affects creation in a cosmic way
(Exodus 9)? (Partheim, 122) 344.  What role do magicians play in the boiling epidemic (Exod. 9)?           (Partheim, 122) 345.  How does Moses' leprosy pre-sign the boiling epidemic (Exodus 9)?  (Partheim, 123) 346.  How does Henty move upwards with the slew epidemic?           (Fretheim, 123) – Hint:
Vegetation 347.  How does the fourth statement of knowing Jehovah fit properly with signs from the heavenly epidemics (Exodus 9)?            (Partheim, 124) 348.  Do the three texts know (8:22; 9:14, 30) adequately explain the extension and extension of the plague sequence? (Partheim, 125) 349.  What
does the inebriation of the slach storm imply in God's non-reproach (Exodus 9)? (Partheim, 125) 350.  What role do Pharaoh's servants have at this point (hail) in the narrative (Exodus 9)? (Partheim, 125) 351.  How do servants show that God's greater direction is achieved (Exodus 9)? (Partheim, 125)
352.  How is the destruction of each plant's slur later shown to be an overstate (exodus 9)?  (Partheim, 126) 353.  What significance after the slaad plays the confession of the Pharaoh (Exodus 9)?  (Partheim, 126) 354.  How do you use hail and storms elsewhere in the Bible in the context of theoponies
and judgments (Exodus 9)?           (126) Names 10 back to the top 355.  What does the hardening of the Pharaoh's heart indicate at the beginning of the locust cycle (Exodus 10)? (Partheim, 126) 356.  What Bible is it about a plague of locusts and how is it described there (Exodus 10)?  (Partheim,
Prophets 357.  How does the description of the locust epidemic correspond to the depiction of such an epidemic elsewhere even in modern times (Exodus 10)? (Partheim, 126) 358.  In the locust epidemic, what does the servants indicate a movement to the next level (exodus 10)?  (Partheim, 127) 359.
How is the word everything used to develop the locust epidemic ?           (Partheim, 127) 360.  How does the language of non-equipering with the locust epidemic (Exod.10) occur? (Partheim, 128) 361.  How does the fate of locusts stand out in the fate of the Egyptians (Exodus 10)?  (Partheim, 128) 362. 
How does the dark language of the ninth plague flow to one-tenth and return to the first day of creation (Exodus 10)?  (129) Names 11 back to the top 363.  How much does the reaction of the Egyptian people show that they understood what was happening and who was Jehovah (Exodus 11)? (Partheim,
131) 364.  What outcry replaced Israel's cry of oppression (Exodus 11)?           (Partheim, 131) 365.  How do the Egyptians themselves accept the call of Moses that Pharaoh released them (Exodus 11)?  (Partheim, 131) 366.  What role do 11:10 names play in the narrative at this point (Exodus 11)? 
(Partheim, 132) 367.  What emerges between the declaration and execution of the recent epidemics (Exodus 11)? (132) Names 12 back to the top 368.  What role plays in the liturgy of Passover in Israel's enduring history ?? (Partheim, 135) 369.  How does liturgy and history function together at 12-15?
          (Partheim, 135) 370.  How would you diagram the flow from liturgy to the story and back to liturgy in The Exod. (Partheim, 134) 371.  What role plays in the introduction of Passover material in the narrative (Exodus 12)?  (Partheim, 135) 372.  What function does 12:50-51 have in the plot? (Partheim,
136) 373.  How does the liturgical nature of this passage draw the events beyond the usual historical stream of this narrative (Exodus 12)?           (Partheim, 136) 374.  What does the Passover recital set before the event itself mean in the narrative (Exodus 12)? (Partheim, 137) 375.  What the first
Passover means           In Egypt? (Partheim, 137) 376.  What does the blood on the door signify(exodus 12)?           (Partheim, 138) 377.  How does the divine story and deed come back and be broadcast in the urg (Exodus 12)?  How does that look like for God's dinner? (Partheim, 139) 378.  How does
recalling an event in liturgia allow community participation (Exodus 12)?  Why is participation in the community desirable and what is its impact? (Partheim, 139) 379.  How does liturgy function for later generations (Exodus 12)?           (Partheim, 139) 380.  How's the Passover story of death and the new
life?           (Partheim, 140) 381.  How does death on Passover echo the first chapters of exodus ??  (Partheim, 140) 382.  In what format are Pharaoh's last words to Moses after the Passover announcement (IB names)? (Partheim, 142) 383.  Why did the Egyptians want the People of Israel to leave
instead of calling for revenge (Exodus 12)? (Partheim, 142) 384.  What ceremony of belonging to the Israeli community is a prerequisite for participating in Passover (Exodus 12)? (Partheim, 143) 385.  Why does the text indicate that the animals are also participating in the release (exodus 12)?  (Partheim,
143) 386.  How do you understand the number of people leaving Egypt?           What options are available? (Partheim, 144) 387.  Is it legitimate to connect this population size to david and solomon time (exodus 12)? (Partheim, 144) 388.  Is the population size a listurgic number (exodus 12)?  What does
that mean? (Partheim, 144) 389.  What role plays in human instrumentality in redemption on Passover (IB names)?  (Partheim, 145) names 13 back to the top 390.  How is ch. 13 not a connection of memory and hope but of memory and liturgic responsibility (exodus 13)?  (Partheim, 147) 391.  God's
work on Israel's behalf requires some kind of response from Israel (Exodus 14)?  (Partheim, 147) 392.  How do the ceremonies work for later generations of The Israelites (Shem Yig)? (Partheim, 147) 393.  Does the role of liturgy thank god or anything else (Exodus 13)?  (Partheim, 147) 394.  What role
do children play in 12:26 and 13:8 litogies?           (Partheim, 147) 395.  How does the body become a memory tool (exodus 13)?           (Partheim, 148) 396.  What is the role of the firstborn in the biblical context (Exodus 13)?           (Partheim, 148) 397.  How Bechor's applies to all of Israel together
(Exodus 13)?  (Partheim, 149) 398.  What reason was given for not taking the shortest path for the sake of (exodus 13)?  How does it show that God is taking Israel's state of mind to his plans? (Partheim, 150) 399.  Does the human condition change the divine plans? Does the pillar of cloud take into
account the human condition when leading Israel? (Partheim, 150) 400.  What impact did the cloud page have on Israel?  What did he symbolize? (Partheim, 151) 401.  What is the historical background for taking Joseph's coffin (Exodus 13) (Partheim, 151) names 14 back to the top 402.  How does the
narrative (c. 14) work together and the song (c. 15) of crossing the sea? (Partheim, 152) 403.  Why are there two versions of the same story (ch. 14 and ch.15)?  (Partheim, 152) 404.  Where is the Reed Sea that Israel has crossed (Exodus 14)? (Partheim, 153) 405.  Is the term sea of finally used by the
Reed Sea (exodus 14)?           (Partheim, 153) 406.  How does the Red Sea crossing manifest itself in the Definitions of Faith/Leturji (v. 106:7, 9, 22; 136:13-15; 9:9?? (Partheim, 153) 407.  How does God's plan to turn to the sea take into account the strategies and capabilities of the Pharaoh (Exodus
14)? (Partheim, 154) 408.  How does the narrative focus on combating the conflict between God and Pharaoh rather than Israel and Pharaoh (hand names)? (Partheim, 154) 409.  What double use does the word kabed (Harden/Fame) get (exodus 14)? (Partheim, 154) 410.  How does the repeated
mention of Egypt's chariots and affairs contribute to the proclamation of God's glory (Exodus 14)?  (Partheim, 155) 411.  At sea, how does Egypt's motive against Israel change (Exodus 14)?           (Partheim, 155) 412.  How do I allow complaints made by the Israelites in the Red Sea to return to their
statements earlier and also expect their complaints in the wilderness (Exodus 14)? (Partheim, 156) 413.  Do those who are oppressed really fear when freedom comes (exodus 14)?  (Partheim, 156) 414.  Orders to stand still and remain silent have some effect on the Israelites as Pharaoh approaches
(Exodus 14)?  (Partheim, 156) 415.  Does Moses' involvement take away from the fact that this is God's ex-wife?  (Partheim, 157) 416.  How the cosmic and social-political aspects of salvation converge in salvation by the sea 14)?  (Partheim, 157) 417.  What are the implications of God being portrayed as
a soldier (Exodus 140?  Is God always against war? (Partheim, 157) 418.   Are the images of God as a thy father politically correct in today's discussions of God (Exodus 14)? Why/why not? (Partheim, 157) 419.  What natural and supernatural phenomena come into my hands at the sea crossing (Exodus
14)? (Partheim, 158) 420.  What do you think of Partheim's declaration that once again litorgic interests and powerful storytelling skills combine to convey an impressionistic image.  Trying to solve this literally, or suggesting that Israel considers the individual to fit the reality exactly, is like polishing Renoir's
paintings to make them look like photographs. (names 14)?  (Partheim, 158) 421.  How does God work his own existence through a human agent and natural beings (Exodus 14)?  (Partheim, 159) 422.  How do gods, humans, and nonhumans work together to realize salvation? (Partheim, 159) 423.  How
do the Israelites actively express their faith (hand names)?           (Partheim, 159) 424.  How does God use the same phenomena to make salvation on one and judge the other (Exodus 14)? (Partheim, 159) 425.  What expressions show that Egyptians understand that God is God across the whole world
(Exodus 14)?  (Partheim, 160) 426.  After crossing the sea of Israel, what reactions do they have (exodus 14)?           (160) Names 15 back to the top 427.  What do you think of Partheim's statement: the claim that Jehovah is a man of war [warrior] (15:3; RSV/NRSV) may convey an important truth, but its
specific wording can no longer be suitable for times and other places. (Partheim, 10) 428.  What do we see the characters in socio-political terms? How does condescension transcend a social-political gyula alone? Compare and compare the release described in the release names described in Liberation
Theology (Partheim, 20) 429.  What are the historical and cosmic aspects of these two songs (Exod. 15)?  (Partheim, 161) 430. What does Miriam's poem say about the role of women here (exodus 15)?  (Partheim, 161) 431.  What role will this song say in Israel's later ceremonies (Exodus 15)?          
(Partheim, 162) 432.  How do liturgicals begin and end in section 12:1-15:21? (Partheim, 162) 433.  Which two historical events are included in the middle of section 12:1-15:21?  (Partheim, 162) 434.  How to see the following pattern in chs. 1-15 and also echoed in ch. 15: oppression/cries of distress;
God's reaction in word the twering; And praise? (Partheim, 162) 435.  How do you do Doit's historical recitals? Josh 24:3-13 compare with names. (Partheim, 162) 436.  How should you about the word/salvation of the kaba to the Thanksgiving pattern seen in psalms (exodus 15)?  (Partheim, 162) 437. 
How does exodus 15 show God's response to human need?           (Partheim, 163) 438.  What does God experience new in the Red Sea?            (Partheim, 163) 439.  How does the person's reaction communicate with the divine experience (Exodus 15)? (Partheim, 163) 440.  What are 5 human
responses to the god as seen in chs. 12-15?           (Partheim, 163) 441.  How is Israel's response multidimensional to: God, Moses, future generations and the world (Ya names)? (Partheim, 163) 442.  How do god's praises degenerate not only to God but also to expression to others (ya names)? 
(Partheim, 164) 443.  How does the world as a human audience praise (N., 66:16; 34:11; 40:9-10; 57:9; 18:49; 22:27; 96:1-3)? (Partheim, 164) 444.  Does praise make a difference to God (N, 10:3)?  (Partheim, 164) 445.  What do you think of Partheim's statement: Only such an interpretation makes it
clear what really happened at sea.  What happened cannot finally be determined by the tools of historiography. The eyes of faith claim that he sees greater depth in the event itself.  Is it appropriate to separate history and faith as Pharaohs do here?  Yes/No (Partheim, 165) 446.  How is the divine actually
displayed in Exod 15? (Partheim, 166) 447.  How the cross-Red Sea gets mimed patterns of chaos in PPs. 74:13-14 (cf. 77:15ff; 114:3f)? (Partheim, 166) 448.  How does the language of Egypt and chaos merge (exodus 15)?           (Partheim, 166) 449.  How is God presented as guiding chaos (Exodus
15)? (Partheim, 166) 450.  How is the language of creation connected to the language of redemption in Exod 15?  (Partheim, 167) 451.  How does the text go beyond the historical cosmic universal name (exodus 15)? (Partheim, 168) 452.  What does Partheim's quote about Michael Picbain's statement
look like at Exod 15?  That doesn't imply that the vents in question are losing their concrete historical facts... The meditate configuration of divine fighting and victory provides the symbolic prism for exposing latent ancient dynamics at certain historical events (such as the exodus), creating the hope of their
imminent residence.           (Partheim, 168) 453.  How is God portrayed as a divine one?  Is such a image of God acceptable in postmodern culture (Exodus 15)? (Partheim, 168) 454.  How's the historic victory? In the cosmic victory? (Partheim, 169) 455.  How do Pharaoh's fighting tools contrast with the
Divine Warrior instrument (Exodus 15)? (Partheim, 169) 456.  How does Martin Luther King's response reveal the transcendent nature of the exodus (Exodus 15)?  Egypt symbolized evil in the form of humiliating oppression, despicable exploitation, and crushing control.  (Partheim, 169) 457.  How does
the desert contrast with the goya at sea (exodus 15-16)? (Partheim, 171) 458.  What role plays in shaping people (exodus 15-16)?           (Partheim, 171) 459.  What are the dangers to hope in the wilderness (Exodus 15-16)? (Partheim, 172) 460.  What is God's relationship with the people in the
wilderness (Exodus 15-16)?  (Partheim, 172) 461.  How does God give gifts to people who need him in the wilderness (exodus 15-16)?  (Partheim, 172) 462.  How does a relationship filled with death become life in the wilderness (exodus 15-16)? (Partheim, 172) 463.  How was God's experience shaped
by the wilderness (exodus 15-16)?           (Partheim, 172) 464.  Does the parent-child examination of each other in adolescence correspond to the relationship between God and Israel in the wilderness (Ya-Yo names)?  How's that?  How could you not? (Partheim, 173) 465.  What does the next literary
cycle look like on the pre-Chinese wilderness farm (Yu-yu names)? 1) Journey; 2) Need / Murmur; 3) Judgment; 4) Answer; 5) The thyms; and 6) Gisor (Partheim, 174) 466.  How do you explain the reference to keeping the rules before they reached Sinai (exodus 3:25b-26; 4:28 p.m.; 6:16 p.m., 20)?
          (Partheim, 174) 467.  How do you explain the references to the testimony before they reached Sinai (Exodus 16:33-34; 18:7, IB, YT)? (Partheim, 174) 468.  What do the two Hanel questions say about direct-forward historical reading of the text?  Are they an anachronism?  (Partheim, 174) 469.  In
the cycles of the plague, the Pharaoh was the anti-creation force that spreads against god's universe.  How does this plan change in the wilderness (exodus 15-16)?  (Partheim, 175) 470.  How does the Moses team function differently in the wilderness than in Egypt (yo-yo names)? (Partheim, 175) 471. 
How to put the tree to sweeten the water in parallel with the plague in Egypt (Exodus 15-16)?  (Partheim, 177) 472.  How God shows Himself responds to the prayer of Moses and the human need (Exodus 15-16) (Cell 473).  How is God's healing in the wilderness brokered (Exodus 15-16)?          
(Partheim, 178) 474.  How does 3:26 p.m. reveal that Israel was liberated from the Pharaoh's service to serve God? 178) 475.  How is obedience expressed in faith (Exodus 15)? (Partheim, 178) 476.  Whereas God will give a law body in the Book of Law (exodus 20-23) in the same other ways God gave
orders (exodus 15-17)? (Partheim, 179) 477.  What does God look like as a healer in the Bible and here in the names of 15? (Partheim, 180) 478.  How does the connection between moral order and comic order work in these narratives (ya-yo names)? (180) Names 16 back to the top 479.   How does a
food crisis precipitate a crisis of faith (Exodus 16)?           Do circumstances affect faith? (Partheim, 181) 480.  How does selective memory affect faith (exodus 16)? (Partheim, 181) 481.  How P.S. 78:24, 27 compares to the historical account in Exod. 16? (Partheim, 181) 482.  Was mana another ordinary
or natural miraculous condition (Contra Partheim)(Exodus 16)?  (Partheim, 182) 483.  Partheim said the mana is closely suited to a natural phenomenon in The Sinai Peninsula.  Does it fit the text and does it fit the reality of a Chinese desert (exodus 16)?  Manet from the crash tree? How much does a
tree excrete every day?  (Partheim, 182) 484.  How does the Sabbath specialize with Partheim's claim that mana is a natural phenomenon (Exodus 16)?           When dealing with God is a miracle option? (Partheim, 182) 485.   What is the identified purpose of giving Mana to Israel (Exodus 16)?          
(Partheim, 183) 486.  How is the good of nature and spiritual hibre connected (Exodus 16)? (Partheim, 183) 487.  Does the purpose of the God dish work every day in natural things to provide or special care of God for his people in a very special way in their special time of need (Exodus 16)? (Partheim,
183) 488.  What does the word mana mean?            (Partheim, 184) 489.  What role is feeding in the NT and god's dinner (exodus 16)?  (Partheim, 184) 490.  What is the significance of checking The Name in Israel with the mana (exodus).           16)? How did it test them (Cf. Deut. 8:2f)? (Partheim, 184)
491.  How is the idea of resting the Sabbath experienced in names (Force; 31:12fg; 34:21; 35:2F, Chapter U)?  (Partheim, 185) 492.  How does the Return Israel connect to the order created (Exodus 16)?  (Partheim, 185) 493.  What statement does the inclusion of slaves make on The Sabbath (Exodus



16)? (Partheim, 186) 494.  What a spiritual one. Does collecting exactly the mana needed for this day teach (exodus 16)?  How does it connect to God's prayer?  (186) Names 17 back to the top 495.  How are the divine and human complaints related (exodus 17)?           (Partheim, 187) 496.  How does
complaint and disobedience combine in the wilderness (exodus 17)?  (Partheim, 188) 497.  How does Mass appear elsewhere in the Bible (cf. Deut 6:16; PS 78:18, 41, 56; 81:7; 95:9)? (Partheim, 189) 498.  What does it mean to test God? How does this happen in the seduction of Jesus? (Partheim, 189)
499.  Why is god's examination such a violation of God's relationship and character (Exodus 17)? (Partheim, 189) 500.  How does the beating of the rock like turning the Nile into blood (exodus 17)?  (Partheim, 190) 501.  How do God's creative deeds affect the wilderness (Exodus 17)?  (Partheim, 190)
502.  Should water and food supplies in the wilderness be seen as acts of creation to overcome the chaos of the wilderness (Exodus 17)?  (Partheim, 191) 503.  What amalek's relationship with Israel was in the Bible (P.I.B.I.B.; 7; 6:77 p.m.; 6:77 p.m.) Doyt. (Partheim, 192) 504.  What memory of the
Amalicites is encoded in the Bible (Exodus 17)?  (Partheim, 192) 505.  What ties the two stories of Exodus 17 together?           (Partheim, 192) 506.  How does god's team function in the exodus narrative (Exodus 17)?  (192) Names 18 back to the top 507.  How did the Madians correspond with the
Amalkis in their relationship with Israel (Exodus 18)? (Partheim, 195) 508.  What did Jethro's visit to Moses mean?  (Partheim, 195) 509.  What is Jethro's role in the mosaic narrative (Exodus 18)?           (Partheim, 195) 510.  Does 6:12 p.m. refer to a passenger shelter (exodus 4:34 p.m.)?          
(Partheim, 196) 511.  How does Jethro confess to other parallel confessions (Doit 26:5f; Josh 24:2-13)? (Partheim, 196) 512.  How does Jethro's confession show the openness of israel's religious community (Exodus 18)? (Partheim, 196) 513.  Do other people at the time know Jehovah(Exodus 18)?
          (Partheim, 196) 514.  How's Moses? To Jethro set a model of witnesses to God's tremendous actions (Exodus 18)?           (Partheim, 197) 515.  How does Moses' ineptitude in government show his development as a leader (Exodus 18)? (Partheim, 198) 516.  Did God's destiny immediately give
Moses the gifts necessary to fulfill his destiny (Exodus 18)?  (Partheim, 198) 517.  How did 18 illustrate how the social structure of the new nation took shape? (Partheim, 198) 518.  Why was justice one of the first things set in motion from a oppressed people to a resurrected nation (Exodus 18)? 
(Partheim, 199) 519.  When is the expedition needed (exodus 18)? (Partheim, 199) When is delegation a problem? 520. How is the judicial system decentralized (exodus 18)?           Why is this lying important? (Partheim, 199) 521.  Is this judicial structure in Israel given by divine revelation (Exodus 18)? 
What are the consequences of that?           (Partheim, 200) names 19 back to the top 522.  Were sections of the law and story remodelled separately and later together (Exodus 19-24)?  (Partheim, 201) 523.  What does it mean that the law is located in a narrative environment (Exodus 19-24)? (Partheim,
201) 524.  What is the origin of Israeli law and how is this different from the codes of law of Hamo, Nemo and Lifit-Ishtar (Exodus 19-24, PA)? (Partheim, 201) 525.  How does the narrative framework of the law show that the law is perceived as a gift and not a burden (exodus 19-24)? (Partheim, 203) 526. 
How does the narrative maintain the personal nature of the law as a focus (Exodus 19-24)? (Partheim, 203) 527.  How do rituals and people also toss in the narrative (exodus 19-24)?  (Partheim, 203) 528.  How does the story of Israel's redemption relate to the expression of the law (Exodus 19-24)?
(Partheim, 204) 529.  Does healthy theology prevail in exodus or is another theology better able to reveal the core of naming theology (exodus 19-24)? (Partheim, 204) 530.  How does the law show the symbiotic relationship between cosmic order and social order (exodus 19-24)[on earth as it is in
heaven]? (Partheim, 204) 531. How does the form of the law model the narrative form of God (Exodus 19-24)? (Partheim, 205) 532.  How the basic motivation of the law manifests itself and lasts From the narrative sections (exodus 19-24)?  (Partheim, 205) 533.  How does it emerge that there is no
abstract or isolating the law from life (exodus 19-24)? (Partheim, 205) 534.  How do narrative details relate to the details of the law (Exodus 19-24)?  (Partheim, 206) 535.  How is the law woave in the fabric of life (exodus 19-24)?           (Partheim, 206) 536.  In no sense is the law immutable and in what
sense is it limited in time, related to the areas of life, complexity and ambiguity of life (exodus 19-24)? (Partheim, 206) 537.  How does the law provide a compass for more docked nods (exodus 19-24)? (Partheim, 206) 538.  How does linking the law and the story make the current obedience forever god's
great deeds (Exodus 19-24)?           (Partheim, 207) 539.  How does the word Torah link the law and the narrative (exodus 19-24)?           (Partheim, 207) 540.  How do biblical narrative stories shape life (Exodus 19-24)?           (Partheim, 207) 541.  What elements of Israel's choice of the firstborns of God
and my people occur before their arrival in Sinai (Exodus 19)?           (Partheim, 208) 542.  What role does the divine name Abraham, Isaac and Jacob play in Israel's elections (Exodus 19-24)?           (Partheim, 208) 543.  What role plays cult in names (exodus 19)?           (Partheim, 209) 544.  How does
the Chinese Alliance relate to the Mosaic Treaty (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 209) 545.  What's the point of contact between the image of a mother eagle and God ??  (Fretheim, 209) How exactly is God like a mother eagle? 546. Where else in the Bible is the image of the eagle employed (Exodus 19;
Psalms)? What's his connotation in these contexts? (Partheim, 209) 547.  How does Israel's obedience to God's voice go beyond direct statements of Chinese law ?? (Partheim, 211) 548.  When was the language of obedience to God's voice in the Abarhami narrative (Exodus 19; Reg at 10:18 p.m.; 10:18
p.m. 22. 26:5)? (Partheim, 211) 549. How does Israel react 19:3-8 at the same time as 24:3-7? (Partheim, 211) 550.  How does 19:8 show confidence in God and open Israel to a future commitment to divine revelation? (Partheim, 212) 551.  What are the implications of Israel being a priestly kingdom
(Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 212) 552.  Is Israel called a priest kingdom when it is home to the clerical clerical Ebers (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 212) 553.  Is the monastery conditional? What is the nature of this condition (Exodus 19)?  (Partheim, 213) 554.  Is the election of Israel at stake or their usefulness as
participants in God's great redemption program for the world (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 213) 555.  Is genetic origin or Israel's goal among the nations their point of consideration as a priest (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 213) 556.  How 1 pet 2:9 refers to exodus. (Partheim, 214) 557.  How is revelation in Sinai a
unique experience for Israel (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 214) 558.  What role does Moses play in providing the narrative of the law (Exodus 19)?  (Partheim, 215) 559.  How does the narrative support Moses' role in Israel ??           (Partheim, 215) 560.  How does the theophonic focus Israel's attention on
God as the law-giver (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 216) 561.  How does Moses play on the word fear?  Is fear or admiration the point? (Partheim, 216) 562. How does God's fear relate to obedience (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 216) 563.  What role does Israel's preparation for meeting God play/link to the
concept of borders (Exodus 19)? (Partheim, 217) 564.  How does the narrative (19:9-20:21) focus on the first mitzvah and a unique loyalty to God? (Partheim, 219) 565.  Should both parties learn what it is to be faithful in a relationship (exodus 19)?  How would loyalty in a relationship in a marriage differ
from a divine relationship? (Partheim, 219) 566.  How's 7:20 to 25: Respite? (Partheim, 219) 567.  What in the names of 19 indicates the entry of divine presence and the importance of borders?           (220) Names 20 back to the top 568.  How Exodus 20 fits into other structures similar to old-testament
macalds (Exodus 34:17-26; Dash, 27:15-26; 16:15-26; 11:15-26 p.m. 26. Heart, Hand; 19. Doit 5:6-21)? (Partheim, 220) 569.  How do I compare the Doit 5 and Exodus 20 versions of the Ten Commandments? (Partheim, 220) 570.  How do the positive and negative formulations of the ten words (exodus
20) relate? (Partheim, 221) 571.  How do I read the negative commands positively (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 221) 572.  What orders will we add to ten today (exodus 20)?  What will it reflect in our culture and their society? (Partheim, 222) 573.  How do the ten words relate to enforcement and negative
reinforcement strategies (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 222) E, E.  How the ten words are explicitly linked back to creation and provide guides to ensuring things Not back to moral chaos? (Partheim, 222) 575.  How do the ten words relate to the commandments of love (names as c)?           (Partheim, 223) 576. 
How does God treat the ten words differently from many of Israel's other laws?? (Partheim, 223) E, E.  How is obedience created proportionally in the first batch (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 224) 578.  How do the ten commands connect to the previous historical narratives and its aftermath (exodus 20)?
(Partheim, 224) 579.  How do you name 20:3 and 6:5 versus 6:5?  (Partheim, 224) 580.  How do I declare the exodus 20:3 positively? (Partheim, 224) 581.  Does the way the exodus 20:3 allow for thyism? (Partheim, 224) 582.  How are images used in other cultures that surrounded Israel ??  (Partheim,
225) 583.  How this command relates to the Golden Calf incident (exodus 20;           cf. Names 32-33)?  (Partheim, 225) 584.  What's wrong with pictures?  Is there a difference between the images of Exodus 20 and the symbols used in certain churches?           (Partheim, 225) 585.  Is the order against
idols to protect God's ascension or connections, as Parthim suggests (Exodus 20; cf Jer. 10:4-5; P.S. 115:5ff)? (Partheim, 226) 586.  Whether the exodus 34:6-7 will be seen as a correction of the exodus. (Partheim, 227) 587.  What is the meaning of the divine name (Exodus 6:3; 3:14; 34:6-7)?          
(Partheim, 228) 588.  How is God's name used in Israel's prayers and perxis (Exodus 20)? (Partheim, 228) 589.  How is the Sabbath a time receiver (exodus 20:8ff)? (Partheim, 229) 590.  How was it created to remember in the Old Testament (exodus 20:8-11)?  Is that just a mental act? (Partheim, 229)
591.  Partheim declares: God's rest is a divine act that builds into a highly formed order of work/rest rate things.  Only when this rhythm is respected by everyone is the creation of what God intended him to be.  Do you agree or disagree and why?  What will the New Testament support? (Partheim, 230)
600.  What does the Sabbath teach about the connection between human obedience and cosmic order ? (Partheim, 230) 601.  Should the fact that a father and mother's order prove legal equality (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 231) 602.  What are the components of honoring his parents (exodus 20)?          
(Partheim, 231) 603.  How the commandment honors one's parents Adult child problems with aging parents (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 231) 604.  Is the statement that your days may be long is a promise, a warning, or indicates the basic moral order in which the outcome of an act is lashed together (exodus
20)? (Partheim, 231) 605.  How does the order not murder apply to war, the death penalty, suicide, euthanasia, self-defense and abortion (exodus 20)?  (Partheim, 231) 606.  Has Israel practiced the death penalty (Exodus 20)? (Partheim, 232) 607.  When is adultery used as a picture of distrust for The
Being (exodus).           20; See, A.I.A.D.K. Ezekiel, 11:36 p.m.; Hoss 1-3)? (Partheim, 234) 608.  How do modern subjects like rape, sexual harassment and pornography relate to an ordinance on adultery (exodus 20)?  How did Jesus interpret it? (Partheim, 235) 609.  How does theft relate to God's
direction that mankind will work (Exodus 20)? (Partheim, 236) Does this commandment refer to pre-examination? 610. What is the positive aspect of the commandment not to steal (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 236) 611.  How does theft and abundance relate to poverty (exodus 20)?           Is an unsatisfactory
wage payment some kind of theft? (Partheim, 236) 612.  Does the false order apply to defamation (exodus 20)?           (Partheim, 237) How can I say the commandment against lies in a positive way? 613. In what part of the Bible is truth-telling and speaking a central theme (Exodus 20; James, My Own)? 
(Partheim, 237) 614.  What gender orientation is expressed in the mitzvah not to covet (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 237) 615.  How does the anti-nice command show the commands transcend actions that also deal with the motives and intentions of the heart (exodus 20)? (Partheim, 238) 616.  How does
Jesus reflect the commandments (P. Mat 5)?           (Partheim, 238) 617.  How is our age characterized by cuteness (exodus 20)?           (Partheim, 238) Is greed a necessary cornerstone of capitalism? 618. What are examples of case laws, hedgehog statements, divine fanfare and promises made in the
Book of the Covenant (Exodus 20-23)?  (Partheim, 239) 619.  What are two examples of case laws with legal sanctions (exodus 21-23)? (Partheim, 240) 620.  What are some examples of rupica laws with motives (exodus 21-23)? (Partheim, 240) 621.  How are the rights of the weakest in society kept in
law (names as C-23)? (Partheim, 241) 622.  How does the context of the village appear in the Book of the Covenant (exodus 3)? 241) 623.  What does Israel's loyalty to God look like in the Book of the Covenant (exodus as c)?  (Partheim, 242) 624.  What is similar in the way the Book of the Covenant
begins and ends (Exodus 20:3-6; 23:32f)? (Partheim, 242) 625.  How do issues of loyalty and disloyalty arise in the Book of the Covenant (Exodus 20-23)?  (Partheim, 243) 626.  How to names 20:24-26 which seem to allow multiple altars as opposed to Doit. (Partheim, 243) names 21-23 back to the top
627.  In what ways is Jehovah specifically referred to in the Treaty Book (Exodus 20-23)? (Partheim, 244) 628.  How does the Book of the Covenant show God's continued involvement with Israel ?? (Partheim, 245) 629.  How do justice matters relate to religious matters (Exodus 21)?  (Partheim, 245)
630.  How does Egypt's memory of Israel make its way to the Treaty Book (Exodus 20-23)? (Partheim, 246) 631.  How did the Covenant Book show take care of the oppressors and the judgment of the oppressors (Exodus 20-23)?  (Partheim, 246) 632.  How can Israel be a saint in its daily life (Exodus
21)? (Partheim, 247) 633.  What things are used as motivations in the Treaty Book (Exodus 21)? (Partheim, 247) 634.  Is the Lending Act just an illustration or does it extend to any area of injustice and oppression (Exodus 21)? (Partheim, 248) 635.  How is Partheim right in saying one is welcome by law
to go beyond the law (Exodus 21)? (Partheim, 248) 636.  What are the modern areas applicable to these laws relating to the poor (Exodus 21)? (Partheim, 249) 637. How does the enemy relate to Jesus' statements in the New Testament (Exodus 21)? (Partheim, 249) 638.  How much of the law deals
with social justice (cf. slavery) (exodus 21)? (Partheim, 249) 639.  Is the statement the slave is his money... Not enough as Protea declares (Exodus 21:21)?  What are other ways to look at it? (Partheim, 249) 640.  How was the law misused for an eye for an eye (Lex Talionis) ?  What is its original
meaning (exodus 21)? (Partheim, 250) 641.  How is property damage and compensation related (Exodus 21)?           (Partheim, 250) 642.  How much of the law is about non-religious matters (exodus 21)?           What's the significance of that? (Partheim, 250) 643.  How caring for the poor worked in the
ritual calendar (Exodus 21) (Partheim, 251) 644.  What do you think of that? Treatment of animals reflected in Israeli law (Exodus 21)?           (Partheim, 251) 645.  What message does sanctification convey in the first first cows to Israel (Exodus 21)? (Partheim, 251) 646.  How do I see Israeli laws that
there was no separation between secular and holy in Israel (Exodus 21)? (Partheim, 252) names 22-23 back to the top 647.  How are divine promises of God's loyalty to Israel used to motivate the observance of the law (Exodus 23)? (Partheim, 252) 648.  What do terrorism and wasps refer to (exodus
23:20ff)?           (Partheim, 253) 649.  What does the messenger have to do with God himself?           (Partheim, 253) 650.  How does 23:23f fit in with exclusivity and intolerance in Israel and as an expression of loyalty to The Bea (Exodus 23)?           (Partheim, 253) 651.  How do divine promises be made
based on Israel's obedience (Exodus 23)? (Partheim, 254) 652.  How is God's grace expressed in law (Exodus 23)?           (Partheim, 254) names 24 back to the top 653.  What is the relationship of the exodus 24 to the previous chapters and the heels? (Partheim, 255) 654.  What was Israel's response to
the giving of the law (Exodus 24)?           (Partheim, 255) 655.  What topics do the blood and fraternity meals emphasize (exodus 24)?  (Partheim, 255) 656.  Should our understanding of the Sinai Alliance be imposed on the International Political Convention of the Nazarene Kind as a backdrop to their
understanding (Exodus 24)? (Partheim, 256) 657.  In what sense is Exodus 24:8 an act of executive speech? (Partheim, 256) 658.  What is the Alliance forming in Sinai (Exodus 24)?  God of ___ (Partheim, 257) 659.  Which two comeos symbolize treaty relations (exodus 24)? (Partheim, 257) 660.  How
does exodus 24:3-8 function as a ritual? (Partheim, 258) 661.  How does the blood function in this ceremony and with Aaron's accreditation (exodus 24; cf. 29:19-21)? (Partheim, 258) 662.  How does the ceremony of exodus 24:3-8 function for both atonement and mission ordering? (Partheim, 259) 663. 
What role did the SNG play in the treaty approval ceremony (Exodus 24)? (Partheim, 259) 664.  How the common meal symbolizes God's true presence with Israel (Exodus 24)? (Partheim, 260) 665.  How do you name 24:2ff? Tie the law to worship? (Partheim, 260) 666.  What is the connection of
obedience to worship (exodus 24)?           (Partheim, 260) 667.  What role does Moses have in this chapter (Exodus 24)? (261) Names 25-31 back to the top 668.  Why is the Tabernacle described twice by names (exodus 25-31; 35-40)?  (Partheim, 263) 669.  How important was the ritual program in the
names of 25?           (Partheim, 263) 670.  What shifts in divine presence are signaled by the description of the Tabernacle (Exodus 25)? (Partheim, 264) 671.  What innuendo does all the details about the Tabernacle have about obedience (Exodus 25)? (Partheim, 265) 672. If the description of the
Tabernacle was written after the Babylonian exile (586 BC), why would there be such a large detail (exodus 25)?           (Partheim, 265) 673. How does the allegorical/symbolic approach to the Tabernacle interpret the details of the Tabernacle (Exodus 25)?  You see Jesus in the Tabernacle? (Partheim,
265) 674.  How should we read the accounts of the Tabernacle as history, as a history of tradition, and/or literary phenomena (exodus 25)? (Partheim, 266) 675.  How does the Tabernacle and the First Temple relate (Exodus 25)?           (Partheim, 266) 676.  How are other ancient temple projects
depicted in Exod (Exodus 25)? (Partheim, 266) 677.  How is the building of the Golden Calf and the Tabernacle compared to the text (Exodus 25-31; 32-34)? (Partheim, 267) 678.  Does the text refer to the construction of the Tabernacle for idolatry (exodus 25)? (Partheim, 267) 679.  Partheim compares
the Tabernacle and Noah's Box in an attempt to link the narrative of the exodus back to the work.  How would you appreciate his alleged connection? (Partheim, 268) 680.  Is the Tabernacle depicted in the world of order in god-created creation, where it will be delayed in defiance of chaos (Exodus 25;
Gen.           1-3)? (Partheim, 269) 681.  Partheim declares: Genesis 1 is a hymn to the Creator, the Tabernacle becomes the liturgical context for this hymn activity... Do you agree or disagree and why? (Partheim, 270) 682.  Is the Tabernacle better in the context of redemption or creation (exodus 25)?
(Partheim, 270) 683.  What role does the mention of keeping Shabbat play in this narrative (Exodus.l 31:17; 35:2f)? (Partheim, 270) 684.  What role does visual play in building the Tabernacle Names 25ff(Partheim, 270) 685.  Is the Tabernacle the world order as God intended it in a microcosmic
embodiment (Exodus 25ff)? (Partheim, 2716666.  How is the spatial change for God that resides on a mountain a significant tabernacle (Exodus 25ff)? (Partheim, 272) 687.  How does the prominence in space and the time of prominence in Israel stand out ?? (Partheim, 273) 688.  How does the spatial
functioning order relate to the worship of God (Exodus 25ff)?  (Partheim, 273) 689.  How does the Sanctuary provide concrete evidence of God's presence (Exodus 25ff)? (Partheim, 273) 690.  What desire in God is expressed in the Tabernacle (Exodus 25)?           (Partheim, 274) 691.  Does the Chinese
Mobile Tabernacle read valid (25ff names)?           (Partheim, 274) 692.  How does the Language of the Tabernacle make its way to the Temple (v. 26:8; 43:3; 46:4; 74:7; 84:1 and into the New Testament)?           (Partheim, 274) 693.  What does God join them in the show of desalination of God's
character and commitments (Exodus 25ff)? (Partheim, 275) 694.  What does it mean to physically locate the Tabernacle in the Center of the Tribes of Israel (Exodus 25-31)?           (Partheim, 275) 695.  If God is everywhere, what is the meaning and purpose behind his dwellings in the Tabernacle (Exodus
25-31)?            How is God near and far? (Partheim, 276) 696.  What is the connection between God's presence in a particular place and his presence everywhere (Exodus 25-31)?  (Partheim, 276) 697.  What was the priest's role in relation to the Tabernacle and the divine presence (Exodus 25-31)?
(Partheim, 276) 698. What are the implications of the declaration that the law provides an ethical form and the Tabernacle in a litoral way to Israel (Exodus 25-31)? (Partheim, 277) names 32 back to the top 699.  How do 32 names compare to generation 3? (Partheim, 279) 700.  How will I find exodus 32
and 12:25ff?           (Partheim, 279) 701.  How does it appear that the role of dependence will be necessary for the preservation of the community (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 280) 702.  How is the building of the golden calf as opposed to the construction of the Tabernacle (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 280) 703. 
Is the violation of Exod 32 perceived as a violation of the law or a breach of loyalty and relations (Exodus 32)?           (Partheim, 281) 704.  What's it like? 32 points for leadership problems?           (Partheim, 281) 705.  Who said to go before Israel (Exodus 32)?           What does that say about calf
function? (Partheim, 281) 706.  Is the calf a figure of God or a messenger of God like the pillar of the cloud (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 281) 707.  What advantages are there in preparing the divine messenger for concrete (exodus 32)? (Partheim, 281) 708.  What indications are there in the text that Jehovah
will not be sidelined in the Golden Calf incident (Exodus 32)?           (Partheim, 282) 709.  How is the confusion of God and messenger not an uncommon problem of today (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 282) 710.  Is God described as one who seeks the appropriate response always in consultation with Moses
as stated by Partheim (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 283) 711. What is God's answer to the Golden Calf incident (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 283) 712.  What does God wish to be left alone after the Golden Calf incident (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 283) 713.  Is it true that God here recognizes the relationship with
Moses for making a completely free decision in this matter (Exodus 32) (Partheim, 284) 714.  Did God really share his thoughts with Moses after the golden calf or just test Moses (exodus 32)?           How does each of these approaches change how text is read? (Partheim, 284) 715.  How come Moses
didn't leave God alone?           (Partheim, 285) 716.  How Moses's reaction as Psalms lamented (P.B. 13;           Names 32)? (Partheim, 285) 717.  What are the arguments Moses offers God to dissuade him from destroying the Israelites (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 285) 718.  How do names 32 and 14
compare to how Moses argues with God? (Partheim, 285) 719.  How does God show that He takes his relationship with Moses seriously?  (Partheim, 286) 720.  What does it mean for God to regret the catastrophe he intended to bring about the people of Israel (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 286) 721.  What
effect does the text point to Moses' emanation of God (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 286) 722.  Have Moses' conversations with God changed the direction of the future (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 287) 723.  Can God change?  What aspects of God are irreparable and what can be changed (Exodus 32)?
(Partheim, 287) 724.  How does Moses' reaction to the calf compare and contrary to God's answer (Exodus 32)? 287) 725.  How does the calf event show the responsibility of leaders (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 288) 726.  What does the silence of the people show in light of Moses' response (Exodus 32)?
(Partheim, 289) 727.  How does the Loite's response to those who live in a society where tolerance has become all ten commandments rolled into one (exodus 32)? (Partheim, 289) 728.  How does Moses take on the ultimate responsibility as a leader in his prayer for God (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 290)
729.  Did Moses' ate fail (exodus 32)? (Partheim, 291) 730.  Will God's punishment that Israel no longer be God's chosen people (Exodus 32:33; 33:16)? (Partheim, 291) 731.  Do the names of 32:30-33 indicate that there are possibilities for God?           (Partheim, 291) 732.  Is God represented here as
Pérthim suggests: God is represented here as one who sorts possibilities with Moses (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 291) 734.  How did God enter into a true dialogue in this narrative (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 291) 735.  Is Moses partly responsible for shaping Israel's future (Exodus 32)? (Partheim, 292) names
33 back to the top 736.  What does it mean to label Moses like that who brought them from Egypt (Exodus 33)? (Partheim, 292) 737.  What does the Declaration of Moses mean that God will not rise among them (Exodus 33)?  (Partheim, 293) 738.  What are the different types of God's presence (Exodus
33)?           (Partheim, 293) 739.  How did what the people did in building a calf and not the Tabernacle affect their relationship with God (Exodus 33)? (Partheim, 293) 740.  How does the Tabernacle shift in location from Mount Sinai to God (Exodus 33)?  Does the Tabernacle become a portable Mount
Sinai?           (Partheim, 294) 741.  How do names 33:7-11 delay the narrative and continue the uncertainty about what God will do? (Partheim, 295) 742.  How is names 33:7-11 a striking contrast to Exodus 32?           (Partheim, 296) 743.  How is Moses' role and relationship with God described (Exodus
33)?           (Partheim, 296) 744.  How do God and Moses communicate with the names 33:12-17? (Partheim, 296) 745.  What does It mean for Moses to call Israel with you in his discussion with God (Exodus 33)? (Partheim, 298) 746.  How does God respond to Moses and his requests (Exodus 33)?
          (Partheim, 298) 747.  How Moses' request to see God's glory fits into the context           33:18-23)?  (Partheim, 299) 748.  How does The 5th vacate Moses' request to see his glory (Exodus 33:18ff)?  (Partheim, 299) 749.  How does Moses see and hear God's glory (Exodus 33)?           (Partheim,
300) 750.  How can one understand theopheny and divine appearances that describe God humanely? Is anthropomorphism only (exodus 33)?           (Partheim, 300) 751.  What role is there in the revelation of God (Exodus 33)?           (Partheim, 300) 752.  How does God respond to Moses' request to
see God (Exodus 33)? (Partheim, 300) 753.  Does the ambiguity of God's presence function in the context of faith for people (Exodus 33)? (Partheim, 301) 754.  What is the importance of mystery in the presence of God (Exodus 33)?           (Fretheim, 301) names 34 back to the top 755.  How does God
discover Himself after the Apostles (Exodus 34)?           (Partheim, 301) 756.  When and in what contexts the confessional statement appears in the names.           PS 103:8, 17; 17. 145:8; Jer 32:18f)? (Partheim, 302) 757.  What is the role of the confessional declaration (exodus 34:6-7) in this context?
(Partheim, 302) 758.  How does rage relate to god's nature (Exodus 34)?           (Partheim, 302) 759.  What conditional expressions are omitted in the 6-7 exodus confession?           (Partheim, 302) 760.  What is Moses' reaction to God's self-revelation (Exodus 34)?           (Partheim, 303) 761.  What
changes in the divine relationship to Israel's sin are evident in God's self-awareness (Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 303) 762.  How do references to Israel's stubbornness fit into the divine self-pronation (Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 304) 763.  What does Israel need because of its hardness?  How does God's self-
proclamation fit the need for Israel (Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 304) 764.  Is an answer a prerequisite in this narrative for forgiveness (Exodus 34)?  (Partheim, 304) 765.  How can names 34 not like General 6:8 in God's relationship to sin?           (Partheim, 305) 766.  What role will divine forgiveness have for
the faith community (Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 305) 767.  Who initiates the process of divine forgiveness (Exodus 34)?           (Partheim, 306) 768.  How did they compare the names of 34:6-7 and Doe 4:2? (Partheim, 306) 769. Why are divine mercy incomprehensible in the relationship with Israel from the
beginning (Exodus 23:21; 20:5-6; 20:20)? 306) 770.  What's the difference between indulgence and forgiveness ?           (Partheim, 306) 771.  When does grace and mercy look and are most respected (Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 307) 772.  Is divine grace predictable and inevitable (Exodus 34)? (Partheim,
307) 773.  How does exodus 34 indicate a new alliance?  (Partheim, 308) 774.  How the 34 port alliance differs from chs. 19-24 in terms of conditions and fundamentals? (Partheim, 308) 775.  At Exod. 34:11-26 Which verses provide inclusion for this section (11, 24)?  What's the significance of that?
(Partheim, 309) 776.  How are the until-do elements (11:21-22 p.m.) in Exod. 34?           (Partheim, 309) 777.  What is reflected in God's envy of Him and how is it expressed (Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 310) 778.  How is Israel's obedience under God's promises (Exodus 34:; 24:27f)? (Partheim, 310) 779. 
How does Michael Angelo's Moses with horns stem from this passage (Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 310) 780.  What does Moses' sparkling face mean?           (Partheim, 311) 781.  How to fit together Moses speaks to God face to face (33:11) but elsewhere the face of God (Exodus) cannot be seen.          
33:20, 23; cf. Exodus 34)? (Partheim, 311) 782.  How does Moses' sparkly face expect to fill the Tabernacle with glory (Exodus 34)? (312) Names 35-40 back to the top 783.  What do 25-31 names have to do with names 35-40?           (Partheim, 313) 784.  How did the issue of obedience evolve in Exod
35-40?           (Partheim, 313) 785.  How does the act of worship (giving) precede obedience in the construction of the Tabernacle (Exodus 35f)? (Partheim, 314) 786.  Is the focus on the completed tabernacle an object of beauty or the process of its establishment (exodus 35ff)? What's the significance of
that? (Partheim, 314) 787.  How is the Tabernacle an ensemble of divine impacity while maintaining its ascension (exodus 35ff)? (Partheim, 315) 788.  How did the idea of the Tabernacle evolve in the New Testament (John 1:14ff; Elm A.A.D. 2:9; Thef. 1:23)? (Partheim, 315) 789.  What does the
Tabernacle symbolize in the presence of God with Israel? Is it static, motionless and immoral?           (Partheim, 316)? Back to top
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